Frank Murkowski, Larry Craig, and Trent Lott are telling you that the Nevada Senators are blocking a nuclear waste bill that is good for the environment.

League of Conservation Voters Scorecard for 1999
The First Session of the 106th Congress

Frank Murkowski  0%
Larry Craig     0%
Trent Lott     0%
Richard Bryan  78%
Harry Reid     67%

Obviously Murkowski, Craig, and Lott are experts on what harms the environment.

Don’t Be Fooled.

S. 1287 is a bill only a polluter could love. It undermines the Environmental Protection Agency’s existing statutory authority to set standards to protect public health and the environment from radioactive releases, by blocking EPA from setting standards for Yucca Mountain until June 1, 2001. The bill also contains unrealistic and unworkable milestones, as well as burdensome and unworkable transportation provisions that do not provide a commensurate improvement in safety.

Sustain the President’s Veto
Oppose S. 1287!